• .The Meaning of Blackness in Network News

local television news three times a week, and
network news twice this week, six times next week, and just once the
following week; they may read a newspaper on most days, or on few.They go
to a moyie occasionally, they watch television entertainment and advertising
in prime time and on weekends. Their friends and co-workers do the same.
Some individuals talk about what they see in the media all the time, others
rarely. As we have seen, it is from this shifting and varied melange of images
and ideas, combined with interpretations of direct observation and experi
ence, that each individual builds his or her own impression of the world and,
in significant measure, of race. 1 Given such a media environment, it would
be a mistake to look at anyone genre in isolation. But we must begin some
where, so we launch the detailed exploration of the media's racial texts from
the traditional platform in the field: network television news. \Ye look partic
ularly at the ways network news helps to construct Whites' sense of what
blackness means, what traits a representative African American possesses.
The news is not terribly good. But before we consider directly those
troubling results, we need to make sense of how Whites develop schematic
thinking along lines that create animosity or, in more extreme cases, racism.
\IERICA:\S .\IAY WATCH

Cognitive Inertia and the Rise of Prototypes

Prototypesencode habitual ways of thinking that help people make sense
of a complicated and uncertain world. These are, however, often formed
swiftly and inaccurately, which is understandable given the limited time
people have to work through all the tacit assumptions prototypes embody:
"[W]ere we to approach every induction task without preconceptions, the
manifold hypotheses that we could come up with to be tested in any given set
of data would make the inference process unmanageablc.?" Consequently,
the judgments that result conceal complexity and make it less likely that
people will notice exceptions to culturally driven, stereotyped expectation
and understanding.
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It is theoretically possible that people could overcome this downside of
schematic thinking, with their thoughts driven largely by data, not by proto
types. If they operated this way, the world would imprint upon their minds
uniouc memories of clarity and detail from which they would inductively
build categorical understanding. As the details from continuing experience
were added, people would readily and dispassionately reclassify the objects
of their experiential world or mint fresh categories. In the real world, people
are data-driven to a degree-they do change their assessments of reality
based on their experience with an obdurate world. There is compelling eyi
dence, however, that people more often make on-the-fly judgments using
theories that satisfy pragmatic and emotional necessity rather then engage in
exhaustive and dispassionate case-by-case analysis. Indeed, evidence from
studies of social cognition paints a picture of flawed and fuzzy human judg
ment driven by convenience and emotion, and informed by deeper influ
ences of culture and individual psychology. 3
The work of psychologist Eleanor Rosch is suggestive of these twin in
fluences. She has used individual perceptions and classifications of ordinary
objects to determine how people think in categories. Contrary to what the
data-driven model would predict, she found that some members of a cate
gory enjoy a privileged status. For example, people judge robins more rcpre
sentative of the category "birds" than chickens, penguins, or ostriches, and
desk chairs more representative of the category "chair" than rocking chairs,
beanbag chairs, or barber chairs. These most representative members arc
called prototypical. Prototype theory posits that people abstract out a central
tendency-a summary mental representation of a concept-sometimes
based on experience but often on ideal characteristics derived from cultural
I
lessons." Prototypes sene as ideal examples of categories and as such induce
what arc called "prototype effects." To use the bird example, prototypical
thinking leads people to rate robins and cardinals as better examples of the
category "bird," to reduce the time in assigning them to that category, and to
ease their recall as examples."
Prototypes are important in social cognition because they aid people in
their appraisal of others. These appraisals are stimulated by characteristics
perceived as marking category membership, as in the case, for example, of
skin color." Skin color is often sufficient to stimulate expectations of stereo
typic behavior. Once activated, these expectations drive social perceptions
and act as inertial restraints on peoples' ability to interpret behavior that is
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To probe the racial prototypes of network news, we rely upon two kinds
of data sets: analyses of videotapes of the evening news shows on the three
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are portrayed when the words Black or . ~(i-lcall .American are mentioned
explicitly on WorldSews. II
Videotape analysis included all stories in which Blacks caused or clearly
helped cause the newsworthy event, or where Blacks were centrallv intolred
in the story.12 An overview of ethnic representation in the 1997 three
network sample is revealing. Approximately 75.5 percent of the stories fo
cused exclusively on Whites. That is, three-fourths of the stories did not
contain any clearly identifiable members of non-White groups in anything
but peripheral roles (such as people in a crowd scene). Just 6.3 percent of the
stories (Blacks 2.9 percent, Latinos 1J percent, and Asians 2.1 percent) fo
cused on activities of non-White ethnics. The remaining I R.2 percent ofsto
ries were ethnically mixed, meaning they depicted central involvement of at
least one identifiable member of an ethnic minority, but what is striking is
how much the doings of Whites alone pervade the news. "'hites were twelve
times more likely to have a network news story to themselves than were all the
other ethnic groups combined (75.5 percent \USUS 6.3 percent). The figures
would be even more skewed if we excluded foreign news-most reports em
phasizing Asians or Latinos concerned the members of these grou ps who are
citizens of other countries. Incidentally, census figures break down the C.S.
population as 72.1 percent non-Hispanic White; 12.1 percent non-Hispanic
Black; 11.4 percent Hispanic; 3.7 percent non-Hispanic Asian and Pacific
Islander; and 0.7 percent non-Hispanic American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut
(U.S. Department of Commerce 1997).
In one sense this pattern seems empirically and even svrnbolicalh "ac
curate": Whites do dominate nearly every arena ofAmerican society. On the
other hand, as these images display America's status and power hierarchy,
they also may serve to reinforce it. At the most general level the color pattern
of the news convevs
. a sense that America is essentially
. a society
. of \Vhite
people with minorities-the very word rings pejoratively-c-as adjunct
members who mainly cause trouble or need help. 13
What were the chief topics of stories that included Black or White
voices? Consider table 4.1, which lists the soundbites attributed to Black and
White persons in the 1997 three-network sample and the topic of the stories
in which they appeared. A pattern can be distinguished among stories where
Blacks receive YO ice and those where they do not. In our sample, only one
Black person said anything in an economics story, compared with eighty-six
soundbites uttered by Whites, and just one Black said something in foreign
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Table -l.1 Topics of Soundhites for \\hites and Blacks, 1997 :\etwork Sample
While SOIlI1<lblle.'
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affairs coverage that featured ninety-nine White quotations, :'\ot one Black
person said anything, at least in this sample, in stories on electoral politics,

I
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while White voices were heard seventy-nine times. The lopsided disparities
were nearly as great in coverage of science / technology; health / smoking;
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Sixty-three stories featured at least one sound bite by a Black person; of
these, more than half, thirty-five stories, contained just one quote by a Black,
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Figure -1.1 '\; umbers of Stories with One, Two or Three, and Four or \ lore Sound bites,
for Black and \\hi tes

Only two stories had four or more Black sound bites, and twenty-six had two
or three bites. In comparison, 548 stories transmitted a White person's
words, and ninety-six offered four or more. In this sample, at least, viewers
were forty-eight times more likely to hear four or more soundbites from
White than Black persons in a news story. Hardly any stories were saturated
with Black voices, if we define "saturation" as four or more sound bites (not
counting reporters), whereas nearly a fifth (18.9 percent) of the stories
include four or more instances of White voices. And the two stories with the
heaviest presence of Black voices were features rather than hard news.

The 11 (I/·d Blac!.:
Beyond the constricted speaking roles for Blacks in network news, an
other dimension of representation comes in the uses of the word blade. We
recorded the subject of every story in which that word appeared on /1(I/N
Nems during the two transcript periods (1990--91 and 1997). :\Be ran 214
stories explicitly mentioning Black people in the earlier year-long period,
ninety-four in the more recent one. The decline is misleading. Vluch of the
difference appears due to the virtual disappearance of South Africa as a sub
ject by 1997. Representation ofAfrican A men cans was about the same during
the two periods (112 versus 94 stories), and it was considerable.
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On the other hand, there was a noteworthy rise in the nonracial use of
"black." In 1990- 91, just 20 of the 23-+ uses of the word were nonracial. In
1997, "black" appeared in 167 stories, fully 73 of them with nonracial mean
ing. Repeated use of terms such as blackmail. black hole, or black market
reflects the negative symbolic associations of darkness written deep in West
ern culture, I:; Whether the negative metaphoric connotations of the word
blar]: unconsciously spill over to \\'hites' thinking about Black persons is un
clear, but the link cannot be \-cry helpful. Strictly as a communication
strategy, it might be worth considering replacement of "Black" with "Afro
American" as the preferred term for this ethnic group.!"
\rc also looked more specifically at the topics ofstories in which the word
blarl: or equivalents appeared. For this analysis, displayed in appendix table
.'\.3, we also searched for the term.i(ricall.imel'ltarJ and counted as equiva
lent the terms inner city. ghetto, race, racial. racist, racism, underclass, and

minority, where the uses clearly (though not necessarily explicitly) referred
to Black people. It is difficult to know if contrasts in story topics between the

two samples represent random fluctuations or real trends. Ii However, net
work news throughout the 1990s generally moved toward lighter, more sen
sational fare and away from political, or policy-oriented stories. That
movement seems compatible with our findings.
Proportionally, Blacks appeared three or four times more often than
\\hites in crime or sports stories in the later sample, and about one-third as
much in political stories. I S In a sense, then, the image of Blacks deteriorated:
the network's coverage more heavily featured African Americans in stereo
typed roles associated with crime and sports, as it less frequently depicted
Blacks in political or governmental roles. On the other hand, ABC ran more
stories on discrimination-related policy in 1997, reflecting in part the con
trovcrsv over affirmative action.
\Ve can more clearly sec the Black image on ABC by considering the
specific story topics in those reports that mentioned Blacks (or words connot
ing the group) explicitlyTo conserve space, and readers' patience, we list in ap
pendix table.'\.40nly the reports for the period fromjuly to December of 1997.
The list is rather depressing-i-us we suppose would be most enumerations of
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specific story subjects. .'\0 matter the ethnic group, quite generally, good news
is not news. Nonetheless, we are struck by the paucity of neutral, let alone pos
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itive, contexts in which words referring to Black persons come up. For instance,
not one political report and only two human interest stories appear in this list.
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Can we generalize from the ABC data to the other two major networks?
Researchers have found few if any systematic differences among the Big
Three. 1<) In our own three-network samples we found nothing to change this
impression. For example, in the 1997 tape sample, African Americans were
represented in 10 percent of the stories on .\BC, II percent on CBS, and 14
percent on ~BC. The same data set, on all three networks, also revealed a
dearth of Blacks in stories that haw as their central theme either Blacks as
positive contributors to American society or as human beings whose racial
identity is incidental. It therefore seems likely that, were transcripts of CBS
and NBC news subjected to close analysis, they would reveal similar repre
sentations of Blacks.
Judging from the transcribed years of .\BC, the network mainly dis
cusses Blacks as such when they suffer or commit crime, or otherwise fall
victim and require attention from government (and, perhaps, taxpayers). By
tying appearances of Blacks so frequently to narratives of crime and victim
ization, the news constructs African Americans as a distinct source of dis
ruption. Because stories featuring Whites in these circumstances are so
much fewer as a proportion of all stories with Whites, the news can easily im
ply a baseline or ideal social condition in which far fewer serious problems
would plague the society if only evervone in the United States were native
born Whites.
Incidentally, the portrayals of at least one other minority, I.atinos, may
be drawn similarly to that of Blacks, at least in some respects..\nalyzing full
text verbal transcripts of everv broadcast in a three-month subsample, we
found that the word Latino appeared in just two stories and the word His
panic in seven, all in relation to U.S. events. One of the two mentions of
"Latino" came in a story on school segregation, the other in a report on
diplomatic training where a man described as "Latino" played a terrorist in a
simulation. "Hispanic" was mentioned in stories with the following topics:
alleged vote fraud by Hispanics; segregation; the growth of Hispanic stars in
baseball; police brutality against Haitian immigrant Abner I .ouirna; the
never-found third suspect in the terrorist bombing of the Oklahoma City
federal building; school dropouts; and illegal immigration. The range of
topics here too is narrow and arguably stereotypical. 20
In such ways, the news may construct images that partake of the first
component of racial animosity, the exaggerated sense of group differences
recorded in negative stereotypes. Network news suggests that the distribu
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tion of traits characterizing representative Black persons coincides very
little with the distribution of traits among "-hites. And this fits right into the

government experts is thus Jh,
experts were not confined t" .

tendency noted by Rothbart and John: to "maximize the difference between
the boundaries of groups and often treat overlapping distributions of char
acteristics as if they were non-ovcrlapping.Y!
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Blacks do sometimes appear as knowledgeable persons with ncwswor
thy, insightful things to say. Such people, by the \ery act of being consulted,

networks do feature Black-

show themselves to have positive social utility, to be valued parts of the com
munity. This is particularly true when Blacks are not ghettoized as experts
only on "Black" issues; therefore, we analyzed issues on which Black experts
spoke as "Black-related" or not. The former covered racial discrimination,

This turns out to he a slight
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unemployment, homelessncss, inadequate health care, welfare, crime and
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drugs, housing, gangs, and Martin Luther King (considered "Black" issues

and NBC, just 2 percent. B1J, ~

because television news discourse, visual and verbal, makes them so, as
further documented in chapter 6).

all three networks, relativ e :.
and CBS, at least, the di p.\~::·,

I .ooking at the 1990~91 sample, the stories concerning "Black" issues
featured thirty-three Black experts and twenty-seven "'hites. In those sto
ries about non-Black issues in which Blacks appeared, "-hite experts
markedly outnumbered Blacks-ninety-four to fifteen. Recall that this sub

viewers (correspondent ) t b. "':

sample consists exclusively of those stories that met our criteria for promi
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ncntly featuring Blacks. In other words, that as many as fifteen Black experts
appeared in this subsarnplc is due largely to the fact that we looked only at

divide news topics bro.idl- ::-,:
trating social problem -, ,m,: ::

stories in which Blacks played a prominent role. 22 So, within the total sample
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of 1,980 minutes of network news, Blacks spoke as experts outside the realm
of Black-related issues little more than fifteen times, whereas Whites were
likely quoted more than seven hundred times.i'
These findings can he tested further using the 1997 network data, which
Burns and Munoz coded for the cthnicity of the persons uttering every
soundbite.I" Appendix table A.S lists the topics on which all Black persons
commented, along with their apparent occupational status. The largest
share of the III utterances by Blacks came from persons on the street, fol
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sors, think tank personnel and the like, professional persons unaffiliated
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with government) spoke fourteen times. In comparison, \,"hite nongovcrn
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mental professionals made 496 assertions. The ratio of White to Black non
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government experts is thus about 36:1 (496 to 14). In this sample the Black
experts were not confined to "Black" issues, and of course the audience
might have attributed expertise to some of the twenty-two quotes from
Black government officials or to those in other roles. So images of knowl
edgeable Blacks are appearing on the networks. But there remains a relative
dearth of high status, credentialed Black persons providing insight on the
network news across a wide range of issues.
.'\lthough African American expert sources on television are few, the
networks do feature Blacks as correspondents-experts in journalism itself.
This turns out to be a slight exception to the general paucity of authoritative
Blacks. For the 1997 network sample, the race or erhnicity of the correspon
dents for all nine hundred stories was coded. Non-White reporters covered
about 8 percent of stories onABC and 6 percent on CBS and NBC. As for re
porting specifically by Blacks, ABC registered 6 percent; CBS, 4 percent;
and "-'Be, just 2 percent. Blacks appeared underrepresented as reporters on
all three networks, relative to their population percentage.e' But for :\BC
and CBS, at least, the disparity with Whites was less when it came to inter
viewers (correspondents) than it was when it came to interviewees (expert
news sources).

"Rea lity "
Some might explain disparities in the news as conveying "reality." If we
divide news topics broadly into those involving persons suffering or perpe
trating social problems and those involving all other newsworthy activities,
\\T might expect such a racial disjunction. African Americans do experience
many social ills at a higher rate than Whites, and their appearances in the
news tend to involve those ills because they. make minority. individuals news
worthy in the first place. Members of the current majority group, on the
other hand, control almost all newsworthy institutions-s-government agen
cics, legislatures, corporations, interest groups. As the dominant power
holders, Whites naturally predominate in news reports not involving social
problems because journalists focus most heavilv-s-justifiablv so-upon the
most powerful individuals and institutions in the society. In those communi
ties where African Americans (or Latinos or other non-White ethnic groups)
control government or other important institutions-say, cities with Black
mayors-we would expect exceptions to the pattern in the national news
analyzed here.
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These patterns can be traced in part to important elements of the struc

the picture? The sources IJf [r

ture of power in the Lnited States, and they highlight the difficulty ofchang

systemic. If anything, the J I ,

ing the media's racial imagery as long as conventional journalistic forms and

racial animus than the ,11,LlC:l

incentives remain in place. We reiterate that there are no villains in this piece.
But even if the racial patterns are explicable and even defensible on these
grounds, the story cannot end there.
The networks' choices are highly selective and incomplete. Consider
the example of crime. We knov many Whites tend to equate African A,meri
cans and crime, and feel intensely negative emotions-anger, fear, a desire
for vengeance-s-rnore in the face ofBlack crime than ofWhite crime. As a re
sult, Black crime has long carried a potent political charge.i'' Although
Blacks are indeed more likely to commit violent crimes than \rhites, the
difference declined after 1970 and the general trend in Black-committed yi
olence has been downward since the early 1970s; further, some evidence sug
gests that Blacks are more likely to be arrested than \rhites committing
similar crimes, in which case the media might be accurately representing
Blacks' higher arrest rate but exaggerating the comparative rate of commit
ting violent or drug crimcs.i? Also, controlling for employment, there is no
difference in crime rates: employed Blacks mer the age of twenty-one are as
law abiding as employed Whites, a message obscured by the typical repre
sentations in television news,2K and one that establishes quite clearly the
importance of unemployment to crime rates.
:\one of this is to deny that poor Blacks, especially males, engage in cer
tain unlawful activities at a trazicallv and indeed frizhteninulv
et:" • hizh rate ,
much higher than Whites on average. 21) But these same lawbreakers arc sub
ject to very much higher rates of discrimination, unemployment, ineffective
schooling, single-parent upbringing, and other experiences that account for
the difference in criminality. It is these experiences that tend not to be re
ported within the narrative ofeach specific crime. Stories that depict just the
crimes themselves therefore provide a context-free version of Black crime,
both in the aggregate and in the cases ofindividual defendants (and victims).
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the picture? The sources of the media's racial images are complicated and
systemic. If anything, the average White media worker probably feels less
racial animus than the average White American. But even if most media per
sonnel actively sought to advance a progressive racial project through the
media, perhaps even to promote awareness of the structural hindrances
African Americans face, they would be impeded by the operation of the
strong forces we identify in this section. (The concept of a "racial project," a
strategically mounted effort to frame racial issues and relations in particular
ways, comes from Omi and Winant. )30 The Cosby show of the 1980s offers a
prototypical case study of the way contradictory forces shape and become
manifest in mainstream media products. On the surface, it attacked racism.
It taught Whites, like Mr. Morgan, the young man at the Town Hall meeting
with President Clinton whom we quoted in chapter I, to see Blacks and
Whites as equals. Yet Whites also interpreted the success and assimilation
of Bill Cosby's television family as confirming the disappearance of racial
discrimination; the show abetted denial. 31
How might we explain the most prevalent media content, the material
that, like the Cosby show, attains sufficiently wide distribution to influence
public sentiments? Five closely woven forces interact to determine which
messages obtain extensive and repeated distribution-and thus social and
political force-and which remain either unexpressed or marginalized in
obscure media channels. These forces act simultaneously- on evcrv- media
production, which means just about e\ery message we might analyze is over
determined: it has several simultaneous explanations. Briefly, the kinds of
messages that receive wide distribution are shaped by
• the mainstream culture, which influences
• the creative needs and limitations and professional norms of individ
ual media personnel and their organizations, which respond to
• the evolving economics of media industries, as shaped by new tech
nology, global market competition, and government policy decisions,
• by political elites seeking to manipulate media content (both news
and entertainment), and
• by the changing national and international economic structure and
the requirements of its healthy growth.
We have already detailed our understanding of the mainstream culture, the
widely shared mental constructs that shape individuals' responses to the
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Rather the problematic material arises most importantly from the interac
tion of the dominant culture with the market pressures on the organizations
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where media workers are trying to get ahead in their careers. Individuals do
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sumptions ofa dominant culture that retains vestiges of prejudice, Assump
tions of essential racial difference and hierarchy lurk within the culture, and
their presence sets up a vicious circle of reinforcement between suppliers
and consumers.
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As to the racialized pattern of expertise in network news, journalists
identify legitimate sources by using certain fixed criteria that emphasize
institutional connections.I" Professional norms demand that journalists
choose conventionally credible sources, as certified by their rank and affilia
tion with the best-known institutions, and their ability to influence those in
stitutions' decisions.V Sourcing patterns will therefore reflect the larger
social structure, which renders African Americans small minorities in the
most credible elite institutions. There are simply not very many Black voices
to be found in the places where reporters habitually go for expertise, The
tendency of reporters to return time and again to the same sources- in part
out of habit, in part out of the news organization's need to economize
compounds the problem. Similarly, illustrating welfare with a Black face, as
the networks and newsmagazines do frequently and disproportionatelv"
also reflects unthinking habit and ready physical access from downtown
news bureaus to the Black poor. Replay such decisions night after night and
you get a racial patterning that arises as a by-product of an industrial culture
and process, not as a consequence of hiring racist reporters and producers.

Harker Demands
The patterns of media messages and media voids that we identify are
what economists call "externalities." They are the by-products of more or
less rational profit seeking behavior by media organizations facing intense
and increasing economic competition for the positive attention of White
dominated mass audiences. This aggregation of individuals has been social
ized into the mainstream culture. Media workers seek to make money for
their organizations and advance their own careers. That means they must
stay vigilantly attuned to the presumed tastes of their target audiences.
These creators operate in a professional culture and organizational milieu
that transmits lessons about what attracts and sells, what upsets and repels.
Ratings and market research increasingly inform decisions, whether about
news coverage or entertainment plots.
Before recent changes in the media marketplace set in, news outlets may
have been more inclined to run longer, probing reports on domestic racial
policy despite any danger of political pressure or audience boredom. But
apart from the best newspapers, longer analytical pieces became far less
common as market pressures led to more "entertaining" network news and
national newsmagazines. Whether on racial matters or a score of others,
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co-itributions to their similarly conditioned and pressured colleagues. Thus
reporters come to understand, seemingly intuitively, what news is, what a
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"good picture" looks like on television or on page one, and television show
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producers come to know which cast choices and plot lines "work" and which
do nor.:'? In the United States, such decisions include all kinds of assump
tions about race, some conscious and some unconscious. They also include
commercial factors that have nothing directly to do with race at all.
When it comes to news stories, the decision to play the rape of an upper
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long been most comfortable (athletes and entertainers); White athletes and
entertainers were also making the news shows more often. But such enter
taining stories about Whites do not reinforce stereotypes about their "race"
as they do for Blacks. At the minimum, the news media's focus on Blacks as
entertainers and athletes registers a lost opportunity for Whites to learn
more important things about African Americans than that they can sing a
song or dunk a basketball.

PoIttIra I Pressure
Race in America is highly politicized, so it should come as no surprise
that the decisionrnaking of media personnel in the area is also affected by or
ganized and anticipated political pressure. Omi and Winant write of elites
pursuing competitive "racial projects" that seek to define race and racial
identity in ways that advance larger policy aims and score political or eco
nomic gains 3 H They carry out such projects most obviously through news
but also through entertainment media. Purely selfish individual interests do
not necessarily motivate these projects; elites may seek them because they
believe in their morality. The projects take two basic forms. One is content
provision: speeches, proposals, think tank reports, public relations cam
paigns, and other communications designed to reinforce or change the per
ceptions and preferences of the mass public and other elites. The other is
pressure to take a show off the air or prevent publication of a particular news
report.
Consider affirmative action as an example of the part played by the me
dia in racial projects, and of all the forces operating in the model. As we shall
show in chapter 7, for motives that included both electoral success and a par
ticular vision of social morality.I? many leaders in the mid-1990s sought to
place a critique of affirmative action high on the public agenda. Politicians
began attacking the policy, the media publicized the assault, and news re
ports imposed a Black-White racial frame (as opposed to, say, a gender
frame) on the dispute. The media thus helped this racial project along.
Media also have an independent effect of their own on the ideas and
pressures political actors advance. The needs of media organizations shape
what they are willing and able to transmit and thus how they respond to pres
sure and manipulation. The attack on affirmative action attained heightened
visibility because it played into media needs for simple, symbolic, dramatic
conflict. ·fO
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The operation of the economy strongly influences what our political
leaders say and the particular racial projects they mount. In recent decades,
the key development has been the rise of global interdependence. The mo
bility of capital and labor, and the accompanying consolidation of many large
corporations from Disney / .\BC to Exxon / Mobil Oil, have dampened
\\ ag:c growth for lesser-skilled workers. Income and wealth inequality gener
allv greh. 4 1 Despite a booming stock market and great increases in total
hours worked by household members, average family incomes during the
last quarter of the century increased at a glacial pace compared to rates dur
mg the previous twentv-f ve years. Growing anxiety accompanied lowered
expectations of stable, let alone lifetime, employment. Global markets were
placing eyer-mounting pressure on U.S. corporations to keep costs down
and employment rosters flexible.
How docs all this affect the production of racial meanings in the media?
Diffuse White anxiety, anger, and alienation mer economic inequality and
vulnerability, and the apparent inability of government to address these con
cerns had two effects, First, they bolstered Whites' susceptibility to anti
Black political appcals.t/ Without a sophisticated understanding of such
topics as labor economics, class mobility patterns, and public finance, the po
tential salience and apparent reasonableness of coded racial claims about
\\ astcful welfare spending, high taxes, and threatening crime grew.
Second, White anxiety encouraged certain elites to mount an active
racial project scapegoating macks (and, in some cases, other out-groups like
immigrantsl.f' Here capital punishment and longer prison terms were cases
in point. Whateyer the effect of death penalties and stricter sentencing' on
Black crime rates, the crucial impacts of global competition, economic
growth, and other such forces on employment opportunities and thus crime
cannot easily be controlled or even discussed ..And the mainstream culture
provides such a plentiful stock of myths, symbols, and homilies abo lit indi
vidual responsibility. In this context, it made sense for some political leaders
to craft a racial project emphasizing capital punishment and longer sen
tences, along with cutting welfare, affirmative action, and related policies
that disproportionately affect Blacks-remedies convcnicntlv congruent
with some of the most vivid images on the nightly news.
From the other side, defending higher government expenditures or
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taxes explicitly in order to help poor minorities or attacking the notion of in
carceration as a panacea for crime became politically risky. It is no accident
that Bill Clinton was the first Democrat to win reelection to the presidency
since Franklin Roosevelt. By acceding to welfare cutbacks, increased jail
terms and police expenditures, the death penalty, and similar positions not
previously identified with his party, he disarmed what had been some of the
most effective weapons in conservatives' arsenals.
Conclusion

It is beyond our mission here to elaborate more detailed explanations of
the origins of the media's racial images. The key point is that there IS nothing
ill "reality" that compels the presentations ofAfruan Americans that the media
(~frer. What we see and do not see reflects a combination of forces that, with al
teration, could result in different representations that are no less defensible.
The images are not arbitrary; as we have suggested, they can be understood
as products of an interaction of predictable forces. But they do have a kind of
arbitrariness in their relation to race. The news does not usuallv- reflect anyconscious effort by journalists to cultivate their audiences' accurate under
standing of racial matters. Rather, the news embodies the effects of tacitly
obeying norms and following cultural patterns of which journalists are only
imperfectly aware, and of responding to pressures from elites and markets
which news organizations are disinclined to challenge.
We cannot overlook the implications of these inadvertent racial patterns
for Whites steeped in mainstream culture, especially for those tending to
ward racial animosity. The presences and absences of Blacks in key roles and
situations create implicit racial comparisons. These construct a sense of the
prototypical Black person that fits with anti-Black stereotypes readily served
up by the culture. The omissions, along with the different subjects empha
sized in stories depicting Blacks and Whites, imply exaggerated, fundamen
tal differences between the two groups. They connote that membership in
the category of Black persons reliably predicts that an individual will possess
disfavored traits and behave improperly. Even if these intimations trace par
tially to racial differences in social behavior and role, in America they carry
ideologically potent and damaging cultural connotations. With these medi
tations as prelude and backdrop, we turn to a more finely grained analysis of
television news, this time at the local level.

